THE MUSIC EXAMINATIONS.

The following examination is to be presented to the Council of the University. It is a great honor that we are able to present this examination for the degree of Bachelor of Music. The examination itself is divided into three parts: Part I. General Theory; Part II. Musical Composition; Part III. Practical Examination.

The examination was conducted by a panel of experts, including prominent musicians and professors of music. The candidates were required to demonstrate their knowledge of musical theory, composition, and practical skills. The examination was well-received by the candidates, who showed great enthusiasm and dedication.

The results of the examination will be announced shortly, and the Council will notify the successful candidates accordingly.

UNIVERSITY EXAMINATION.

EXAMINATION FOR THE DEGREE OF M.B. AND CH.B.

First Year.

First Class (in alphabetical order): Eliza Mary Murray, Francis Frederick Macedon, James Arthur, Robert John McLeod.

Second Class: None.

Third Class: None.

Second Year.

First Class: Theodoras Ambrose.


Third Year.

First Class: Eliza Mary Murray, Francis Frederick Macedon, James Arthur, Robert John McLeod.

Second Class: None.

Third Class: None.

ORDINARY EXAMINATION FOR THE DEGREE OF B.S.D.

First Year.

Arabic Studies: Clear.

English: Clear.

Greek: Clear.

Latin: Clear.

Mathematics: Clear.

Physics: Clear.

Practical Knowledge: Clear.

Second Year.

Arabic Studies: Clear.

English: Clear.

Greek: Clear.

Latin: Clear.

Mathematics: Clear.

Physics: Clear.

Practical Knowledge: Clear.

HONOURS AND SEPARATE SUBJECT LIST.

Mathematics: Alfred Maurice Paton, second-class honors; Frederick Chadwick, third-class honors.

Physics: Alfred Maurice Paton, second-class honors; William Thomas, third-class honors.

Chemistry: Cyril Beaman, second-class honors; William John McLeod, third-class honors.

Advanced Organic and Inorganic Chemistry: Cyril Beaman, second-class honors.

HIGHER PUBLIC EXAMINATION.


